Body Posture Criteria in Receiving Ball Technique Based on Body Height Indoor Hockey Player
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this research is to acknowledge body stance in receiving ball technique. Indoor hockey is a sport with high intensity. Indoor hockey has some basic techniques, one of them is receiving ball technique. Author of this research analyzes the receiving ball technique based on body stance which consists of starting stance, execution stance, and ending stance. The Body stance from receiving ball technique has been demonstrated by Hockey players of Sport Science Faculty of Jakarta State University. Data of this research is collected by observations, interviews, and questionnaire filling requests. This research aims to make tracer study of ideal receiving ball technique based on body height. This research is using qualitative methods by distributing questionnaires to each athlete. Population of this research is Hockey athletes of Jakarta State University, data sample is collected by using total sampling technique. The results of this research is the respondents stated that playing experience, convenience, and body stance support the receiving ball ability is shown respectively with completely agreed and agreed percentage by 37% and 41%, 44% and 48%, 52% dan 37%. Furthermore, body height and arm length are respectively shown with disagreed and hesitant percentage by 48%, 30% and 33%, 37%. It means body height and arm length did not affect respondent’s accuracy for doing receiving ball. Nevertheless, the hand grips affect accuracy and convenience, this was corroborated by completely agreed and agreed percentage by 70% and 15% and hand grip based on convenience is 37% and 44%. Furthermore, the result of this research will be distributed to athletes and coaches as evaluation material.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hockey is a team game played by men or women. Each team tries to score as many goals as possible against the opponent. Hockey is a team sport that brings together 2 teams in a match. Hermawan (Hermawan, 2018), said that hockey is a sport that has the aim of putting as many balls as possible into the opponent’s goal and defending the goal itself so as not to concede. A similar statement was also made by Rangasamy (Rangasamy et al., 2020), who said that in hockey, the team that scores more goals is the team that wins the match. Karim (2019), explains that hockey is a sport performed by players who work together to attack, in order to score goals against opponents without forgetting to defend against goals in their own goals. The goal of hockey is to score as many goals as possible and try to keep the goal on your own to avoid conceding the ball. Hockey is a sport which is played by using a bent stick called a stick and a ball. Hockey is a game of skill using tools and sticks (Kailashiya & Hanjabam, 2014). Latifah (2019) explains that hockey is done using a tool called a stick to play it. Valentino (2018), also argues that hockey is a sport played by two teams where each player uses a stick with a curved tip (stick) and a ball. The side of the stick used to touch the ball is the flat side of the stick or the left side (Brock Symons et al., 2016).

Hockey is a sport of skill that uses a medium called a stick or a ball to play it. The function of using the sticks is to move, dribble, control and hit the ball.

The sport of hockey has three match numbers, namely ice hockey, field hockey and indoor hockey. The three hockey match numbers have different characteristics and ways of playing from one another. Ice hockey uses equipment, such as sticks and balls, which is different from field and indoor hockey. Ice hockey is played on a field covered with solid ice and is elliptical in
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shape, while field and room hockey use almost the same stick and ball, only the weight and thickness distinguish them. Field hockey is a hockey game played on grass or special carpets. The dimensions of the field used are quite large like a soccer game. Field hockey is played by two teams and each team consists of 11 people. Field hockey is usually played by men and women for leisure or recreation or for a competition (Kumar et al., 2015).

Indoor hockey is a sport adapted from field hockey. Indoor hockey is a variation of field hockey (Hollander et al., 2018), but the field used has a smaller scale. The description of indoor hockey is also explained in the rules of indoor hockey, a game played with a board or block on the right and left of the field. The number of players in each team is 12 players. 6 core players and 6 reserve players. The field used in field hockey is 36 - 44 in size and 18 - 22 meters wide with a radius of 9 meters and a penalty point of 7 meters. The size of the indoor hockey goal is 3 meters long and 2 meters wide (FIH, 2019).

The basic techniques of hockey include passing, dribbling and receiving. Febrihan (2019), explains that to be able to play hockey well, a player must master some basic techniques such as dribbling, passing the ball, and receiving the ball. Receiving ball is one of the basic hockey techniques that must be mastered. Receiving ball is a technique to stop passing balls from teammates (Hermawan, 2018). According to Katrin in the book field hockey: steps to success "Receiving the hockey ball means fielding the ball on the stick so that it is instantly brought under control without a rebound" (Elizabeth, 1999).

Doing receiving ball technique can be done when the body condition is still or moving. Receiving ball is done to stop the ball going to the area around the player, either from a teammate or from an opponent.

Efforts to do receiving ball technique have two principles that must be done, as expressed by Meng (1996), namely, the player who does it must see the ball until it reaches the stick and the received ball follows the direction of the stopping stick. Receiving ball technique is an effort to lower the sticks down to reach the passing ball from teammates. Receiving ball technique is one of the determining factors in starting the attack. Good receiving ball techniques can put the ball within reach so that the ball can quickly be controlled for control, avoiding opponents, giving to friends, dribbling, or taking shots. Mastery of receiving ball capabilities will make it easier for the players themselves to carry out the desired strategy to help the team win.

Receiving ball technique has two ways, namely re-verse or backhand receiving and forehand receiving. Reverse receiving is done if receiving the ball on the left side of the player collapses while forehand receiving is done if receiving the ball on the right side of the player. Forehand receiving is a technique to stop the ball that is often used, this is because the position of the stick that is used is only the left side. How to do forehand receiving, which is to start holding the stick with the basic grip of the stick, both hands holding the stick with the left hand above and the right hand in the middle of the stick body, the position of the stick is still on the surface of the court, the position of the body bent and footrests shoulder width apart, then lower the stick until it touches the surface of the court, the position of the stick that is low so that it touches the surface of the court can make the ball reception area wider and increase the chances of this technique being successful.

The success of receiving ball technique is influenced by several factors, such as how to hold the grip, body position

Anthropometry, an athlete has a different physical activity according to the sport he is doing. Excessive exercise can interfere with the body's metabolism, hormones, immunity and can have psychological effects, but each athlete's body has a different response. For an athlete, it is important to know his body composition because body composition affects performance in competition and can reduce the risk of injury. The performance of a good athlete will provide a great opportunity for achievement, in addition, body posture and body parts owned by each athlete are one of the factors that influence the appearance of an athlete.

Anthropometric measurements have several variables, including height, weight, BMI, arm length (Sanwaria, M. & Koley, 2019) (Lemos et al., 2017), these anthropometric measurement variables can be used to identify shapes, sizes, and body topography. Anthropometric measurements are needed to determine the physical condition of an athlete (Maulina, 2018). Anthropometry is useful for knowing the body structure of an athlete and for considering a person’s position and training techniques. Basic information about the structure of the human body can be used to estimate the forces acting on the joints and tissues of the body, as well as the resulting forces. The information that has been obtained will be useful in the success of a team.

Height in the world of sports is commonplace and familiar. Height according to Santika is the distance from the vertex to the floor, when the person stands upright, the anatomical body position, and the position of the head in the Frankfort field (Santika & Subekti, 2020). In line with Santika's statement, Waluyo explained that height is part of anthropometry which describes the state of skeletal growth from the soles of the feet to the tips of the head (Waluyo, 2012). Height under normal conditions, grows as a person gets older. Unlike body weight growth, relative height does not change briefly.

The purpose of this study was to determine the knowledge of Jakarta State University hockey players about the effect of body posture based on height on the success of receiving ball techniques.
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II. METHOD
This research uses descriptive qualitative research methods to obtain data through a questionnaire. The purpose of this research is to describe the receiving ball technique for room hockey based on height. This study uses a questionnaire to determine the responses of respondents. The questionnaire was created through the Google Form platform with several indicators such as playing experience, playing knowledge, height, arm length, and distance between handles.

The population in this study were the Hockey athletes at the State University of Jakarta, while the research sample was the entire population sampled (Saturated Sampling).

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The data description in this study is a description of the results of the questionnaires that have been filled in by the players.

Playing Experience Indicator
On the indicator of playing experience, it can be in the view that there were 27 responses came in. There is statement 1, as many as 48% answered strongly agree, 41% answered agree, 7% answered disagree, 4% answered doubtful, and no one answered strongly disagree. Based on the histogram graph, the highest percentage is 48% or 13 people who think playing experience greatly affects the success of receiving ball accuracy.

Second statement, 37% answered strongly agree, 41% answered agree, 11% answered doubtful, 7% answered disagree and 4% answered strongly disagree. Based on the second statement the highest percentage is 41% or 11 people agree that playing experience affects the skills in receiving ball technique.

Third, 7% answered strongly agree, 30% answered agree, 7% answered doubtful, 41% answered disagree and 15% answered strongly disagree. Based on the third statement, the largest percentage 41% or 11 people disagree that accurate receiving ball technique is not derived from playing experience.

Fourth, no one answered strongly agree, 15% answered agree, 33% answered doubtfully, 41% answered disagree and 11% answered strongly disagree. Based on the fourth statement, the largest percentage 41% or 11 people disagree that playing experience does not determine the accuracy of receiving ball technique.

Play Knowledge Indicator
Indicator of play knowledge, there were 27 responses entered. In the fifth statement histogram graph, 44% answered strongly agree, 48% answered agree, 4% answered doubtful, 4% answered disagree and no one answered strongly disagree. Based on the fifth statement, the largest percentage of 48% or 13 people agree that receiving ball technique is influenced by the comfort of holding the stick.

Sixth, 52% answered strongly agree, 37% answered agree, 7% answered doubtful, 4% answered disagree and no one answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage of 52% or 14 people strongly agree that body posture will determine the receiving ball technique.

Seventh, 30% answered strongly agree, 52% answered agree, 11% answered doubtful, 7% answered disagree and no one answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 52% or 14 people agree that players who have more knowledge of hockey will make the receiving ball technique better.

 Eighth, 4% answered strongly agree, 19% answered agree, 33% answered doubtfully, 33% answered disagree and 11% answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage of 33% or 9 is in doubt choices and 33% or 9 people disagree that playing knowledge does not affect the accuracy of a player’s receiving ball technique.

Height Indicator
On the indicator of body height, it can be seen that there were 27 responses received. In the statement ninth, 7% answered strongly agree, 15% answered agree, 30% answered doubtful, 48% answered disagree and no one answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage of 48% or 13 people disagree that height affects the accuracy of a player's receiving ball technique.

Tenth, 7% answered strongly agree, 7% answered agree, 26% answered doubtful, 56% answered disagree and 4% answered strongly disagree. Based on the tenth histogram graph, the largest percentage of 56% or 15 people disagree that the taller a player is, the better the accuracy of the receiving ball technique.

Eleventh, 7% answered strongly agree, 7% answered agree, 26% answered doubtful, 56% answered disagree and 4% answered strongly disagree. Based on the tenth histogram graph, the largest percentage of 56% or 15 people disagree that the taller a player is, the better the accuracy of the receiving ball technique.
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Arm Length Indicator
On the arm length indicator, there were 27 responses entered there were 11% answered strongly agree, 15% answered agree, 37% answered doubtfully, 33% answered disagree and 4% answered strongly disagree. Based on the twelfth histogram graph, the greatest percentage is 37% or 10 people doubt that accurate receiving ball technique skills are affected by arm length.

Thirteenth, 7% answered strongly agree, 15% answered agree, 37% answered doubtful, 37% answered disagree and 4% answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 37% or 10 people disagreed and 37% or 10 people doubted that the longer a hockey player's arm, the better the receiving ball's accuracy.

Fourteenth, 8% answered strongly agree, 15% answered agree, 37% answered doubtful, 37% answered disagree and 7% answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 37% or 10 people doubt that the length of a player's arm can determine the accuracy of a receiving ball technique.

Fifteenth, 15% answered strongly agree, 41% answered agree, 29% answered doubtful, 11% answered disagree and 4% answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 41% or 11 people doubt that the length of a player's arm is not derived from the length of a player's arm.

Distance between Handles Indicator
On the distance between handles indicator, there were 27 responses were received. On the histogram graph of the sixteenth statement, 15% answered strongly agree, 70% answered agree, 8% answered doubtful, 7% answered disagree and no one answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 70% or 19 people agree that accurate receiving ball technique is affected by the distance between the handrails.

Seventeenth, 7% answered strongly agree, 30% answered agree, 41% answered doubtful, 22% answered disagree and no one answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 41% or 11 people doubted that the farther the distance between the handles hand, the better receiving player's accuracy.

Eighteenth, 37% answered strongly agree, 52% answered agree, 7% answered doubtful, 4% answered disagree and no one answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 52% or 14 people agree that the distance between the hands determines the accuracy of a player's receiving ball technique.

Nineteenth, 37% answered strongly agree, 44% answered agree, 15% answered doubtfully, no one answered disagree and 4% answered strongly disagree. The largest percentage 44% or 12 people felt that the distance between the handles based on comfort affects accurate receiving ball technique.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of the analysis and discussion, it can be concluded that the playing experience, comfort, body posture of the respondent supports the receiving ball's ability, which respectively indicated by the percentages of strongly agreeing and agreeing are 37% and 41%, 44% and 48%, 52%. And 37%.

Furthermore, for height, the largest percentage was 48% disagree and 30% doubtful, for arm length the largest percentage was 37% doubtful and 33% disagreed. This means that height and arm length do not affect the accuracy of respondents on receiving ball.

However, the distance between the handrails affects the accuracy and comfort, this is reinforced by the percentage strongly agree and agree that the distance between the handrails affects the accuracy is 70% and 15% and the distance between the handles based on comfort affects 37% and 44%.
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